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This proposed new structure for GE lowers the total number of credit hours from 57 to 56 and
introduces several changes to the current system:
1. The number of required courses is reduced from 17 to 14, which positions us better for a
possible semester conversion and provides some greater scheduling efficiency for students.
2. A "college component" class allows for greater flexibility to meet curricular needs of colleges
and individual needs of their students. Each college develops one course to satisfy GE
requirements, so the number of required GE courses is functionally reduced from 17 to 13
(plus one selected by the college) and the hours are reduced from 57 to 52 (plus 4 hours for
the course named by the individual college).
3. A "student component" allows for greater flexibility to accommodate interests and needs of
individual students.
4. All universitywide GE courses will be 4 credit hours, which will allow firstyear students to
enroll fulltime with any three GE classes.
5. A broader range of classes can count for GE credit, which will make it possible to reduce
reliance on very large lectures by adding new smaller class alternatives.
6. Diversity is introduced to the GE curriculum in a structured and meaningful way.
7. While preserving the current broad GEwide goals, the new structure engenders more
specific objectives and learning outcomes to be applied to each GE requirement.
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
Changes made to GE are intended to preserve the Writing Across the Curriculum Program
requirement that students take four writing intensive GE classes. The new structure need not
change the writing intensive classes in the sciences. However, not all students will take EC 200 and
SOC 200. All Great Books classes can remain WI, however, and it should also be possible to make
the nonwestern and college component classes writing intensive as well. In this way, students
should be able to schedule at least 4 WI classes with relative ease.
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NONWESTERN WORLD AND DIVERSITY
Where feasible, new and existing GE courses throughout areas 46 (Cultural/Social Foundations,
Human Behavior, and Human Expression) will include substantial attention to international and/or
American diversity issues. The intended effect is:
1. to add American diversity to the GE program,
2. to preserve attention to the nonwestern world,
3. and to integrate both throughout the broad spectrum of issues addressed in GE.
Thus, while the minimum number of required nonwestern classes is reduced from two to one,
overall inclusion of international issues is maintained or increased.
EXPANDED LIST OF GE COURSES
An important dimension of the proposed structure is an expanded list of courses that can be taken
for GE credit. Recent changes in how Wright State accepts transfer credit for GE provide
considerable flexibility for students who took GE classes elsewhere, and so the added flexibility
creates a more equitable system for all. American history classes might satisfy the history
requirement; film might count for fine arts; additional economics, political science, psychology,
and sociology classes could be developed for the social science requirement, and so forth. Although
modified to ensure inclusion of nonwestern and diversity issues, all current GE classes can be
maintained. Even as new GE courses are approved, the current classes will probably continue to
serve the largest number of students.
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Area (working title)
1. WRITING
2. MATHEMATICS
3. NATURAL SCIENCES*
4. CULTURALSOCIAL FOUNDATIONS

Quarter
Requirement
Hours
8 hours ENG 101 & 102
4 hours MTH145
12 hours any three courses

a.
History

8 hours

two courses: one from
each area

8 hours

two courses from two
of the four areas

b.
NonWestem World*
5. HUMAN BEHAVIOR
a.
Economics*
b.
Political Science
c.
Psychology
d.
Sociology*
6. HUMAN EXPRESSION
a.
Fine Arts

4 hours one course

b.
Great Books*
7. STUDENT COMPONENT
In addition to the requirements in Cultural/Social Foundations,
Human Behavior, and Human Expression previously
8 hours two courses
specified, two more courses must be chosen from these three
areas, one each from any two of the three areas. Except for
Cultural/Social Fou ndations, all the courses selected from a
given area must belong to different subgroups.

8. COLLEGE COMPONENT*

one course from
options developed by
each college and
approved by UCAPC.
4 hours May include an
additional course from

any of the first six
categories.
56
hours

Total

*WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUMWriting Intensive Classes
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14 courses

